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Eye -Yi -Yi Glasses Cord
Rather than leaving a pair of reading glasses in every room of the house, perhaps knitting one of these eye
glasses cords would keep a pair always at hand. Simple I-Cord can be knit by hand or with a machine such
as the Embellish-Knit! . Knit the cords in one color or several and add some accent yarn wraps in contrast
or coordinating colors.
TM

I-Cord (by machine)
Follow the instructions, that are included with the
Embellish-Knit!TM machine, to complete the cord.

FINISHED MEASUREMENT
Length - 24"/60cm
MATERIALS
Hand Knitted Cord
16yd/15m yarn (approx)
DK Weight (22 sts = 4"/10cm) or Sport Weight (24 sts =
4"/10cm) are recommended.
One pair double-pointed needles size 4mm (US6/CAN8)
or size suitable for chosen yarn
Machine Knitted Cord/Embellish-Knit!
16yd/15m yarn (approx)
Sport Weight (24 sts = 4"/10cm) or lighter weight yarns are
recommended.
TM

Lengths of yarn in various colors for yarn wraps
Tapestry needle
One pair of grippers for eyeglasses

CORD
Knit a cord by hand or machine until length measures
24"/60cm from beg. Bind off all sts, leaving a length of
yarn at each end to attach eyeglasses grippers.
Work yarn wraps around the cord, placing one at the center
point of the cord and every 3"/8cm to the ends. On a multi-color
cord, place the yarn wraps at point of color changes. (See Page
2 for detailed instructions on making the yarn wraps). Join an
eyeglasses gripper to each end of the cord. 
ABBREVIATIONS

approx
beg
cm
k
m
STYLES
st(s)
The eyeglasses cords can be knit in one color or in eight 3"/8cm
yd
sections of different colors. The yarn wraps are completed on the
knitted cord. If knitting the cord in more than one color, the cord must *

be knit by hand.
PATTERN STITCH
I-Cord (by hand)
With double-pointed needles, cast on 4 sts.
Row 1 *K4. Do not turn. Slide stitches to the right end of
the needle. Rep from *. Bind off all sts.

approximately
begin(s)(ning)
centimeter(s)
knit
meter(s)
stitch(es)
yard(s)
repeat direction following *
as many times as indicated

Every effort has been made to ensure that all information in these
instructions is accurate. However, due to differing conditions, tools,
and individual skills, the publisher cannot be responsible for any
injuries, losses, or other damages which may result from the use of
the information in these instructions.
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1. Insert tapestry needle and yarn
into the cord. Bring needle up at the
point where the wrap is to be placed.

2. Make a small stitch on the RS
of the cord, to secure the yarn.

3. Wrap the yarn six to eight times
around the cord.

4. Again, make a small stitch on
the RS of the cord, to secure the
yarn.

5. Darn the two yarn ends back into
the cord.

6. The finished yarn wrap.
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